The influence of different segments of the ongoing envelope on sensitivity to interaural time delays.
The auditory system is sensitive to interaural timing disparities in the fine structure and the envelope of sounds, each contributing important cues for lateralization. In this study, psychophysical measurements were conducted with customized envelope waveforms in order to investigate the isolated effect of different segments of a periodic, ongoing envelope on lateralization. One envelope cycle was composed of the four segments attack flank, hold duration, decay flank, and pause duration, which were independently varied to customize the envelope waveform. The envelope waveforms were applied to a 4-kHz sinusoidal carrier, and just noticeable envelope interaural time differences were measured in six normal hearing subjects. The results indicate that attack durations and pause durations prior to the attack are the most important stimulus characteristics for processing envelope timing disparities. The results were compared to predictions of three binaural lateralization models based on the normalized cross correlation coefficient. Two of the models included an additional stage to mimic neural adaptation prior to binaural interaction, involving either a single short time constant (5 ms) or a combination of five time constants up to 500 ms. It was shown that the model with the single short time constant accounted best for the data.